ABSTRACT This paper presents a prescient energy management strategy based on the model predictive control (MPC) for the parallel plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). In this hierarchical strategy, dynamic programming (DP), with its improved calculation speed, is chosen as the solution algorithm to calculate the optimal power distribution combinations in the predicted receding horizon and under the given terminal battery state-of-charge (SOC) terminal constraint. A synthesized velocity profile prediction (SVPP) method is adopted. The macroscopically and microcosmically predicted velocities obtained by the participatory sensing data (PSD)-based method and the Markov chain (MC), respectively, are synthesized by the linear regression method, obtaining the final velocity profile. In the linear regression step, a particle filter (PF) is implemented for the parameter estimation. According to the characteristics of the driving conditions and components, the terminal battery SOC in each control horizon is constrained by a novel method. Finally, we demonstrate the capability of the proposed scheme in terms of fuel economy improvement by comparing the value of this metric with those of other strategies through simulation.
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Air Automobiles contribute heavily to environment deterioration and the energy crisis, as they are highly dependent on fossil fuels [1] , [2] . Widespread concerns over environment friendliness and fuel optimality have prompted the development of green and sustainable technologies [3] - [6] . Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) are one of the typical examples used to minimize exhaust emission and maximize fuel economy [7] . Multiple configurations of powertrains broaden the potential of PHEVs while bringing challenges in energy management. How to reasonably govern the energy flow in PHEVs has been an area of active R&D [8] - [10] . The progress in studying the influence on vehicle performance from an environmental perspective provides new insight into energy management strategy development of PHEVs. By comprehensively considering the cooperative features of vehicles and the environment, this synergistic contribution may improve the performance of energy management strategies. Existing energy management strategies can be divided into two categories: CD/CS (charge depleting and charge sustaining) and blending [11] . The preset values in CD/CS strategies determine the mode switch from CD to CS. In the CD stage, the engine does not operate to output energy, whereas it would operate frequently in the CS stage. The blending of distinct strategies enables the vehicle to react to driving requirements by governing engine and battery operation simultaneously. Many optimal control methods have been adopted to develop suitable blending strategies. According to the various optimal horizons, these optimal control methods can be divided into two types [12] : global and instantaneous optimization. Dynamic programming (DP) [13] and Pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) [14] are the classic examples of global optimization strategies. The equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) [15] and convex programming (CP) [16] are typical instantaneous optimization strategies. Global optimization strategies can offer optimal solutions for the problem. The tight dependence on information about future driving cycles and burdensome calculation prevent their real-time implementation. Global optimization strategies are usually considered the benchmark to test the performance of other methods [17] . Instantaneous optimization methods can be applied in actual applications. However, the performance is weaker than that enabled by global optimization strategies, for they cannot traverse all possible control solutions without advance information of future driving conditions [18] . In addition, the parameters in some instantaneous optimization methods, i.e., the equivalent factor in ECMS [19] , etc., are sensitive to the driving conditions, hindering the generation of optimal solutions.
MPC-based strategies have drawn much attention from researchers [20] , [21] . MPC-based methods assimilate merits from the global and instantaneous optimization strategies. MPC-based methods can behave reasonably, and their performance is quite similar to that of global optimization methods. In addition, MPC-based methods can be applied instantaneously. Further research about MPC-based energy management strategies in PHEVs focuses on the following aspects: solution algorithms in the receding horizon, methods on future velocity profile acquisition, and SOC reference trajectory planning methods. In the studies on solution algorithms for MPC, Xie et al. used DP as the solver algorithm to perform backward calculation for the narrow horizon, gaining optimal solutions for the receding horizon [22] . Wang et al. employed qpOASES, a parametric active-set algorithm for quadratic programming, to solve the energy management problem [23] . Sun et al. also took advantage of DP as the solution algorithm in MPC, and a comparative simulation study justified the feasibility of this method [24] . In the studies on velocity profile prediction, Sun et al. evaluated whether an ANN (artificial neural network)-based method offered more accurate prediction results by comparing it with other methods [25] . To improve the performance of MPC by planning the battery SOC trajectory rationally, Li et al. analyzed different terminal battery SOC constraint methods and concluded that a reasonable terminal battery SOC constraint could result in better control performance [26] . Feng et al. made use of a mathematical model to generate the battery SOC reference trajectory, and the simulation results showed that the MPC-based strategy realized better fuel economy with the planned battery SOC reference trajectory by comparing the results with those of the MPC-based strategy without a careful battery SOC reference plan [27] . Therefore, the performance of the MPC-based strategy might be improved through efforts focused on making integral improvements based on these three aspects.
Studies on velocity profile prediction have made some progress, the methods of which can be classified into two types: data analysis and mathematical estimation. Benefiting from the evolved sensor networks and communication techniques, traffic data shared by vehicles on the road can be deeply utilized to predict the velocity profile. The PSD-based method has been applied in real applications [28] . This method can provide the general behaviors of future driving through statistical calculation. Limited by the communication bandwidth and disequilibrium data, the prediction accuracy is lower than that of certain mathematical methods. The widely accepted mathematical methods for velocity profile prediction can be implemented with an MC [29] or ANN [30] . These methods reflect the individual performance of future driving with rational accuracy but require a large amount of data to form the transition probability matrix or training matrix, adding to the complexity. The tradeoffs between these two types of methods remain insufficiently studied and deserve to be deeply investigated.
This brief develops a predictive energy management strategy for a parallel PHEV with the target to improve fuel economy. Three innovative contributions distinguish our endeavor from the existing literature. 1) A hierarchical framework for a predictive energy management strategy is built. In this multiple-layer structure, the velocity profile is predicted in the upper layer, and the battery SOC terminal constraint is provided in the middle layer. A solution algorithm in the lower layer identifies optimal solutions by searching according to the information from the other two layers.
2) The SVPP method is developed. This method integrates macroscopically and microcosmically predicted velocities by the PSD-based method and an MC through linear regression. The PF estimates parameters in the linear regression, synthesizing the final predicted velocity profile.
3) The terminal battery SOC is constrained by a newly proposed method, suggesting a reference battery SOC trajectory for the solution algorithm in MPC. According to the different driving conditions and component features, the terminal SOC is constrained rationally. 4) The generated reference SOC trajectory acts to narrow the scale of the state variables, improving the calculation speed of the MPC that employs DP as the solution algorithm in the receding horizon.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The configuration and mathematical models are introduced in Section II; the predictive energy management strategy is formulated in Section III; Section IV provides evaluation on the proposed energy management strategy; and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. CONFIGURATION AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A PARALLEL PHEV A. CONFIGURATION OF THE PARALLEL PHEV
Due to the development of components such as batteries and gearboxes, the fuel economy of parallel PHEVs has been improved significantly. Therefore, parallel PHEVs have received much attention recently. The parallel PHEV is driven by the fuel path and electric path together in the configuration shown in Fig. 1 . The fuel path contains a 2.0 L Atkinson engine and a high-speed starting generator. The electric path is composed of a 124 kW electric motor and a 21 Ah lithium-ion battery pack. The fuel path and electric path are configured in parallel through a single axle, and the driving force generated from the two paths is transmitted to the wheels through a 6-speed AT. The detailed parameters of each component are listed in Table 1 .
In a parallel PHEV, there are four operation modes: EV mode, HV assist mode, HV charge mode and engine mode. The detailed descriptions of the four modes are listed in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , when Clutch=1, the clutch engages; when Clutch=0, the clutch disengages; when Engine On=0, the engine does not operate; when Engine On=1, the engine operates; when Electric Motor Mode=0, the electric motor does not work; when Electric Motor Mode=1, the electric motor works in tractive motor status; and when Electric Motor Mode=2, the electric motor works in generator status.
B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE PARALLEL PHEV 1) VEHICLE LONGITUDINAL DYNAMIC MODEL
The required tractive force from the driver is transmitted to the wheels and used for overcoming driving resistance [31] . The required tractive force F tr (N ) can be expressed as:
where T eng and T em are the engine torque (Nm) and electric motor torque, respectively; i g and i 0 are the gear ratio and final drive ratio, respectively; and R wheel is the wheel radius (m). The driving resistance mainly includes resistance from the road, gradient, air and acceleration, and these resistances are expressed by the following equations:
where F f , F g , F w , and F a are the road resistance (N ), gradient resistance (N ), air resistance (N ) and acceleration resistance (N ), respectively; m and g are the vehicle mass (kg) and gravity acceleration (m/s 2 ), respectively; f and α are the road resistance factor and road slope, respectively; C d , A, and v are the air resistance factor, vehicle frontal area, and vehicle velocity, respectively; and δ and a are the rotating quality conversion factor and acceleration, respectively.
2) FUEL PATH MODEL
To evaluate engine performance in terms of energy consumption, a benchmarking test based on a static model is preferred. The static model shows the relationship of the engine net efficiency and engine torque by the following equation:
where η eng is the engine net efficiency, n eng is the engine rotating speed (r/min), Q lhv is the fuel lower heating value (MJ /kg), andṁ f is the fuel consumption rate (g/s).
3) ELECTRIC PATH MODEL
The electric motor in a parallel PEHV is a permanent magnet synchronous motor. The dynamic characteristics of the electric motor are neglected in this paper. The electric motor, as is described, can operate as a tractive motor and generator, and the relationship of torque and power can be expressed by (4) .
where P em and ω em are the power (kW ) and angular speed of the electric motor in rad/s, respectively, and η mot and η gen are the efficiency of the electric motor in tractive mode and generator mode, respectively. A lithium-ion battery is adopted as an energy buffer to output tractive energy and recycle braking energy. The effects of temperature and aging are neglected, and an equivalent circuit model is adopted, which is written as:
where SOC is the battery SOC, V oc is the open circuit voltage of the battery (V ), R int is the internal resistance of the battery (ohms), P batt is the battery power (kW ), and Q batt is the battery capacity (Ah). VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Hierarchical framework of the predictive energy management strategy.
III. PREDICTIVE ENERGY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
The predictive energy management strategy for the parallel PHEV is based on MPC, the general hierarchical framework of which is shown in Fig. 2 . In the MPC-based energy management strategy for PHEVs, normally, a three-step operation should be performed to realize optimal power distribution. First, the future driving behaviors should be predicted to offer the required driving cycle knowledge for optimization. Second, the battery SOC terminal constraints should be calculated to provide the state terminal limits in the optimal calculation in the next step by the solution algorithm. Third, the solution algorithm is applied to search the optimal power distribution combinations in the predicted horizon. Currently, one of the most preferred solution algorithms in MPC-based energy management for PHEVs is DP [20] . The first solution of the optimal control sequence is applied for the current time step. For the next step, the prediction and optimization process is performed again, realizing optimization with the receding horizon. According to the basic framework of the MPC-based energy management strategy for PHEVs, an innovative hierarchical MPC-based energy management strategy for the parallel PHEV is proposed. In the upper layer, a velocity profile is predicted based on the synthesized method. In the synthesized method, the macroscopic and microcosmic performance of future vehicle driving is estimated separately. Then, the linear regression method is implemented to combine the two differentiated future velocity profiles into the final predicted velocity profile. In the middle layer, the reference battery SOC trajectory is estimated according to the varied driving conditions and component status, providing more reasonable state variable limits for the solution algorithm. In the lower layer, DP is chosen as the solution algorithm in the MPC-based method to acquire the optimal power combinations with a relatively low calculation burden. To increase the calculation speed and reduce the computation burden of DP, the self-adjusted method is applied in changing the scope of the state variable.
The proposed predictive energy management strategy in this paper is intended specifically for the parallel PHEV. However, this strategy can be readily implemented into other HEVs or PHEVs with different configurations, i.e., series, power-split, etc. For the implementation in HEVs, the battery SOC terminal constraining method should be adjusted accordingly for the small variation range of the battery SOC. In addition, the cost function in the solution algorithm should be rewritten accordingly for different methods to calculate the energy consumption. For the implementation in PHEVs, the main difference in various PHEVs is that the cost functions for the energy consumption should be calculated according to different operation modes. The detailed descriptions of the proposed methods that are integrated to complete hierarchical MPC-based energy management cooperatively are provided in the following parts.
A. SVPP METHOD
In the existing methods, the velocity profile is predicted according to certain techniques. These techniques, however, cannot guarantee ideal accuracy given the existing limitations. As an alternative to some existing efforts that predict the future velocity profile by a single method [28] , we aim to improve the prediction accuracy by employing the strengths of different methods in various fields by proposing the SVPP method.
Two reasons contribute to the proposal of the novel velocity profile prediction method. First, the fundamental principles underlying various velocity profile prediction methods are quite asymmetrically applied. In particular, the PSD-based method realizes future velocity profile prediction by statistical calculation of the shared data in a certain route segment. The MC-based method, in contrast, projects the future velocity profile on the basis of the current individual performance. Second, disparate velocity profile prediction methods predict future driving conditions with different emphasis. Specifically, the PSD-based method, restricted by communication technologies and device capabilities, provides macroscopic prediction. The MC-based method, however, can provide a microcosmic description of future travel.
Furthermore, the PSD-based method predicts a velocity profile from the perspective of the impact on the vehicle from the environment. The MC-based method, however, provides a velocity profile from the perspective of cognition and simulation of driving behaviors. The PSD-based method reflects the general condition of future driving, while the MC-based method mirrors alternative measures of performance. According to the analysis, integrating the outcomes of the two prediction methods might address shortcomings synergistically. In the SVPP method, the linear regression method is employed to integrate the prediction results of the two methods into a final predicted velocity profile, the mathematical expression of which is:
where v s , v v_psd , and v v_mc are the synthetically predicted velocity, macroscopically predicted velocity, and microcosmically predicted velocity, respectively; a and b are the degree of contribution (DOC) parameters; and k is the time step. In the SVPP method, parameters a and b are employed to describe the contribution of the macroscopically and microscopically predicted velocity to the final predicted results in the linear regression method. The DOC parameters is estimated by the PF method according to the collected data from real driving conditions. The detailed process to estimate the parameters would be introduced in the following content. Different parameters are assigned according to the driving conditions. The macroscopic velocity of future driving is predicted by the PSD-based method, and the predicted microcosmic velocity is acquired by the MC-based method. After synthesis, the accuracy of the predicted velocity profile is better than that obtained by the PSD-based or MC-based method alone. Fig. 3 illustrates the schematic performance of the synthesized method by comparing it with those of other methods on a random route. In the following sections, the PSD-based method, the MC-based method, and the PF for synthesizing the results are introduced in detail.
1) THE PSD-BASED MACROSCOPIC VELOCITY PROFILE PREDICTION
Benefiting from advanced ITS, the PSD-based future velocity profile prediction method has been proposed. To fulfill velocity profile prediction, the three-step process shown in Fig. 4 should be performed. First, collect the PSD for the selected route. Second, pretreat the gathered data. Third, estimate the future velocity profile.
In the PSD collection, data for the selected route are retrieved. An offline stage and online stage are applied. OBD devices and GPS units are used to collect participatory sensing traffic data, which includes the geographic coordinate, speed, and time stamp, into offline storage. The gathered data are uploaded to the processing terminal in the cloud. In the cloud, data trajectories that overlap with the chosen route segment are applied in velocity profile prediction.
Data pretreatment mainly includes amending the relationship of the collected data with route segments in a digital map by an online map matching algorithm. The position error of GPS may cause the original PSD points to not align directly with the route segment in the digital map, which may degrade the quantity of the qualified data. In this paper, a point-to-line map-matching method [32] is adopted, which is shown in Fig. 4 . This method calculates the distance of the original PSD point to the possible route segments and identifies the projective point of the original PSD point on the possible route segment that holds the smallest distance with the original PSD point. The chosen projective point is the mapped PSD point. The condition to be a possible route segment is that the original PSD point can be incorporated into the segment directly rather than into its extension path.
After collecting PSD and mapping it on the digital map, the future velocity profile can be estimated, which is also completed online. In each route segment, the traffic flow velocityv el_i and travel time t can be calculated by the following equations:
where v i and n are the instantaneous speed of a PSD data point and quantity of all PSD data points, respectively, and d rds_i is the length of the route segment. By combining the traffic flow velocity in each route segment together and adding the partitioned travel time, the future velocity profile can be acquired.
2) THE MC-BASED MICROCOSMIC VELOCITY PROFILE PREDICTION
MCs, which have been broadly adopted in many fields [29] , can be employed to characterize the stochastic process. The probability distribution of the next state in a random process is intrinsically determined only by the current state and negatively related to previous states. The future driving conditions, it is generally accepted, hold strong randomness. Therefore, the future velocity profile can be predicted by an MC. A transition probability matrix P can depict the MC. In the matrix P, the transition probability from the current state x i to the next state x j at time n + 1 can be expressed as:
Specifically, elements of the transition probability matrix P can be calculated by (10) . (10) where N ij is the number of times that the state switches from x i to x j . In velocity profile forecasting, the MC is defined by the vehicle velocity and acceleration. The vehicle velocity v and acceleration a are dispersed and indexed by i and j in the rows and columns of the transition probability matrix, respectively. Hence, MC can be alternatively expressed as:
where a(n + 1) is the acceleration at the next state and v(n) is the velocity at the current state. The details of velocity profile prediction by the MC are listed in Table 3 . Leveraging the MC to predict future driving conditions still faces some challenges. More accurate prediction requires state variables be covered as much as possible, demanding a larger scale of data to establish the transition probability matrix. With an increasing prediction horizon, errors accumulate because the prediction always depends on the first point of the horizon [33] . To increase the prediction accuracy of the MC, two main improvements are provided.
First, instead of building the transition probability matrix by using standard testing cycle data alone, we mix the collected real driving data from the combined driving conditions (urban road and highway) with standard testing cycle data. The collected data from real driving conditions are processed before being mixed with the standard testing cycle data. A Butterworth filter [34] is applied to reduce the measurement noise. In addition, the collected data are examined to ensure that the same sampling interval is stored with the standard testing cycle data. Then, the data from different sources are discretized into the same database for transition probability matrix calculation. Fig. 5 illustrates different transition probability matrices constructed by data that represent the urban roads, highways and combined driving conditions. It can be summarized that divergent data can result in various transition probability matrices. The composite data we use strengthen the diagonal distribution feature of the transition probability matrix, which is favorable to possess a higher prediction precision.
Second, the prediction horizon provided by the MC in this brief summary is limited according to the comparative study results listed in Table 4 . The correlation coefficients of neighboring velocities and prediction accuracies by the MC based on random real driving cycles are calculated.
In Table 4 , the correlation coefficients and root mean square errors (RMSEs) increase with increasing prediction horizon. The correlation coefficient would be less than 0.8 if the time scales were larger than 15 s. In addition, the MC can behave reasonably with better accuracy under a smaller prediction horizon. Although the accuracy would be more ideal if the prediction horizons were less than 15 s, the calculation burden and requirements on the hardware, however, increase as the prediction horizon decreases. Comprehensively considering accuracy and feasibility, the prediction horizon is set to 15 s. In addition, the prediction horizons of the velocity profile by the PSD-based method are all assumed to be 15 s based on considerations of the requirement of consistency and the constraint of communication latency.
3) VALUE OF DOC ESTIMATION BY THE PF
As the final step of the SVPP, the Bayesian Monte Carlo-based PF is introduced to estimate DOC values [35] , [36] . In estimating parameters by a PF, the state variable includes two parameters:
The state variable and its measurement can be rewritten in state-space form, which is expressed as follows:
where x k denotes the state variable; z k is the measurement variable; and w k and n k are the process and measurement noise, respectively. The initial values of the two parameters are obtained by fitting actual velocity curves known in advance.
a: BASIC INFORMATION OF THE PF
According to Bayesian theory, the state of interest can be derived from the posterior state distribution [36] . A posterior state distribution of x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k can be written as:
To obtain p(x 0:k |z 0:k ) from p(x 0:k−1 |z 0:k−1 ), a recursive formula is provided:
As a matter of fact, it is intractable to move from p(x 0:k |z 0:k ) to p(x 0:k−1 |z 0:k−1 ). Therefore, the PF, as an approximating method, is employed. In the PF, measurements on a set of extracted sample points ( state distribution. Each combination (x i 0:k , ω i k ) is called a particle, and N is the number of particles. The approximated posterior state distribution can be written as:
where δ is the Dirac delta function. According to (16) , generating particles and assigning the weight of each particle is a core step. Instead of directly sampling particles from the posterior state distribution, particles can be acquired by the importance density q(x 0:k |z 1:k ). Hence, the weight of each particle can be defined to be:
Normalizing the weight by:
If the importance density can be factorized as:
Then, the weight can be expressed as: Assuming q(x k |x 0:
, then the importance density can be obtained by x k−1 and z k . Therefore, the weight can be rewritten as:
The importance density function is:
Thus, the weight can be simplified as:
b: PF APPLIED IN PARAMETER ESTIMATION
According to the fundamental knowledge of the PF, the procedure of parameter estimation can be described as follows: 1) Obtaining initial parameters: Choosing initial parameters that depict the DOC of the two predicted velocity profiles in velocity profile forecasting.
2) Initialization: Generating particles from the initial state distribution:
3) Importance sampling: Sampling particles from the posterior state distribution by new measurement values:
4) Weight calculation: For each particle, the importance weight is updated by the following equation:
Normalizing the evaluated importance weights by (18).
5) Resampling:
Particles are filtered according to their weights. Particles with higher weights are kept.
6) State estimation:
The state estimation can be accomplished by the following equation:
B. OPTIMAL POWER DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION 1) REFERENCE BATTERY SOC TRAJECTORY PLANNING
To improve the performance of MPC, it is suggested that a predefined terminal battery SOC constraint should be calculated based on the reference SOC trajectory. Comprehensively considering the vehicle driving conditions and component operation features, some basic rules for better estimating terminal battery SOC constraints are provided first. In urban driving, pure electric driving is encouraged to achieve zero emission and to avoid engine operation in poor-efficiency zones. In this case, the battery SOC declines quickly. On the highway, the engine should be the major power source to output power for ideal operating efficiencies and to save electric energy for subsequent urban driving. As a result, the battery SOC declines slowly. Therefore, a method to estimate the terminal battery SOC constraint is proposed:
where v std and v ave are the velocity deviation and average speed of the control horizon, respectively; λ is the reference battery SOC change slope; T is the total time of travel; and SOC f is the target battery SOC at the end of the journey. In (28), a larger v std and smaller v ave signify that the vehicle is in urban driving, demanding that more electric energy be consumed and leading to the battery SOC declining faster and vice versa. Fig. 6 provides a result of the terminal battery SOC constraint estimated by (28) . CTC denotes the conventional terminal battery SOC constraining method, while NTC is the proposed terminal battery SOC constraining method in this section. CTC is the reference to evaluate the proposed method. From 0 s to 1300 s, the vehicle is in urban driving mode, and the battery SOC planned by NTC decreases at a rate that is quite close to that obtained by CTC. This result occurs because pure electric traction is preferred in urban travel. Whichever method is adopted, battery discharge is promoted. From 1300 s to the last time point, the vehicle is in highway travel mode, and the battery SOC decreases more slowly by NTC than by CTC. The battery SOC rate of decrease by NTC is obviously smaller than that by CTC from 1500 s to the last time point. The difference in the battery SOC rate of decrease results from the operation frequency of the engine. According to the battery SOC reference planned by NTC, the MPC-based energy management strategy prompts the engine to operate more frequently on the highway than it would under CTC control. In the NTC method, the battery SOC reference is adjusted according to (28) to take advantage of the ideal performance of the engine during highway driving.
2) RECEDING OPTIMAL CONTROL BY DP
DP is used to solve the optimization problem in MPC. The DP algorithm is a backward calculation method; at step k, the sub problem is:
At step k + i, the sub problem can be written as:
where J * is the cost-to-go function and u is a control variable.
In this paper, function L in (29) can be expressed as:
whereṁ f is the instantaneous engine fuel consumption, battery SOC is the state variable, u denotes the power distribution ratio between the engine and electric motor as the control variable. The constraints in terms of the optimal control problem can be summarized as:
where P batt − dis and P batt − cha are the battery discharging and charging power, respectively; subscripts min and max denote the minimum and maximum value of each variable, respectively. In (32), the battery discharging and charging power could be acquired from the data MAPs according to current battery SOC value and ambient temperature. The general process of DP operation is:
1) Parameter initialization:
Setting the upper and lower limits for the discrete state and control points; constraints on the final state, number of discrete state and control points; time step; number of time steps; initial state. 2) Backward calculation: From the final state to the initial state, calculating the optimal control for each discrete state point according to (30) . Saving the calculated optimal control for each discrete state point. 3) Forward calculation: From the initial state to the final state, calculating the optimal control trajectory according to the saved optimal control for each discrete state point in step (2).
In the process of DP calculation, the number of state and control variables strongly determines the calculation speed. To accelerate the calculation speed, we use the following equations to narrow the state range:
where x max and x min are the narrowed maximum and minimum values of the discrete state points at step k, respectively; x max and x min are the initially set maximum and minimum values of the discrete state points, respectively; x ref is the reference SOC value at step k from (28); and γ is the discount ratio. The number of state points in each step is reduced according to the narrowed stated range.
IV. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed energy management strategy, the simulation test is performed in the MAT-LAB/Simulink environment. The forward parallel PHEV model and the MPC controller are both built in Simulink. The simulation is run on a workstation with an Intel Xeon E3-1270 @3.4 GHz and 32 Gb memory. In this paper, the new energy management strategy is proposed based on the improvement on the future horizon prediction and solution algorithm in MPC. Therefore, the simulation and evaluation are implemented accordingly. To be specific, the evaluation includes the velocity profile prediction, the effect from the terminal battery SOC constraining method, the improvement of the calculation speed by the upgraded DP, and the general performance of the proposed strategy under different driving conditions. The study on the velocity profile prediction aims to reveal the capability of the SVPP method and its important role in the new energy management scheme. The investigation of other parts aims to demonstrate the reasonable performance of the new energy management strategy from the perspective of the calculation speed and optimization effect. 
A. EVALUATION OF THE VELOCITY PROFILE PREDICTION
To confirm the reasonable performance of the SVPP method, we compare the prediction accuracy of the SVPP method with that of the ANN-based (radial basis function NN) and the MC-and PSD-based methods on two different driving cycles.
One cycle describes real vehicle driving under combined driving conditions that include the city road and highway. The other driving cycle is the US06 standard testing cycle. The two driving cycles are illustrated in Fig. 7 . After simulation, we calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) and the com-VOLUME 7, 2019 putation time to accomplish the prediction. The calculation results are shown in Table 5 . According to the calculation results listed in Table 5 , the proposed SVPP method achieves the most accurate prediction method among the given methods. The proposed SVPP method, as discussed, predicts the future driving profile by combining information connected with the macroscopic and microcosmic vehicle behaviors of future driving. The MC-, PSD-and ANN-based methods, however, predict the future velocity profile based on incomplete information, degrading the prediction accuracy. In Table 5 , the computation time is the total time that the prediction methods accomplish 15 s prediction. Even though the prediction accuracy of the ANN-based method is better than that of the SVPP method, the computation time of the SVPP method is shorter than that of the ANN-based method. The good balance in prediction error and computation time enables the SVPP method to provide more reasonable capability in real-time implementation.
With the MPC-based method, the optimization horizon prediction plays an important role in fully displaying the potential of the algorithm. With a more accurately predicted horizon, the performance of the MPC-based method would be better. Figure 8 illustrates the battery SOC trajectories for 5 different energy management strategies on two given driving cycles. The 5 energy management strategies are: 1) DP: Benchmarking strategy, in which the future driving information is provided in advance instead of prediction. 2) MPC with SVPP: MPC-based energy management strategy with the SVPP method. 3) MPC with ANN: MPC-based energy management strategy by using an ANN to predict the velocity profile. 4) MPC with MC: MPC-based energy management strategy by using an MC to predict the velocity profile. 5) MPC with PSD: MPC-based energy management strategy by using the PSD-based method to predict the velocity profile. In Fig. 8 battery SOC trajectories in both the CD and the CS stages are provided. As is illustrated in Fig. 8 , the battery SOC trajectory by the MPC with SVPP is closer to that by DP than other MPC-based methods. Under the premise that all the conditions are the same except for the velocity profile prediction methods, it could be concluded that the proposed SVPP method can predict the future velocity more accurately. Moreover, the more precisely predicted velocity profile contributes to the performance improvement of the MPC-based method. Regarding DP and MPC with SVPP, they can search the rational optimal solution within a more precise optimization horizon, making the battery SOC decrease more gradually. For MPC with an MC and PSD, the optimization effects are worse because of the lack of an accurately predicted velocity profile, leading to the battery SOC decreasing rapidly at the beginning. To meet the terminal constraints, more fuel would be consumed to charge the battery at the end of trips governed by MPC with an MC and PSD. Table 6 provides a comparison of fuel consumption by different strategies with the same terminal battery SOC constraining method in both CD and CS operation stages. The fuel consumption is calculated by considering fuel and electricity consumption together. The electricity consumption is converted into the equivalent fuel consumption. In Table 6 , the MPC-based method with SVPP achieves the best fuel economy optimality among all the MPC-based methods under two driving cycles. The fuel economy resulting from the MPC-based method with the ANN is mildly weaker, and the performance in fuel economy improvement by MPC-based method with the MC and PSD is much less prominent. The solver algorithm in these methods are the same indeed; therefore, it might be concluded that the velocity prediction accuracy influences the behavior of the MPC-based methods. With more accurate prediction, global knowledge can be studied in detail, which is closer to the strategy applied in DP, guaranteeing the calculation accuracy and outcome. With the detailed global knowledge, the solving algorithm could distribute power between the engine and battery reasonably by searching more candidate optimal results, keeping the engine operate in high efficiency zones with the coordinate work of the electric motor. This brief summary could be justified by the results in Table 6 . The electric energy consumption by the DP and MPC with SVPP is less than that by other methods in CD stage, demonstrating that HV Assist mode in some certain conditions is more favorable by the DP and SVPP to fully take advantage over the high efficient operation zones of engine. In CS stage, the electric energy consumption by the DP and MPC with SVPP, however is larger than that by other methods. More electric energy consumption in CS stage stands for that the electric motor is ordered to provide tractive torque more frequently, avoiding engine operates in low efficiency zones. Table 7 offers a fuel consumption comparison by different terminal battery SOC constraining methods under two driving cycles. The simulation is performed in both CD and CS stage. The initial battery SOC is 0.5, and the terminal SOC is 0.27. The obtained velocity profile for the analysis and fuel consumption calculation is the same as that for the accuracy evaluation. From the results in Table 7 , the proposed energy management strategy achieves better performance than MPC with SVPP and CTC, whose performance is more similar to that of DP. With the proposed method to plan the battery SOC reference trajectory, the solver algorithm in MPC can search the optimal solution over more reasonable fields, which results in better fuel economy.
B. EVALUATION OF THE POSITIVE IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE FROM THE TERMINAL BATTERY SOC CONSTRAINING METHOD
C. STUDY ON THE IMPROVEMENT IN CALCULATION SPEED BY THE UPGRADED DP
To study the improvement in calculation speed by the improved DP, we compare the computation time of the improved DP-based MPC (IDP-MPC) with the conventional DP-based MPC (CDP-MPC). The comparison results are provided in Table 8 . The test cycles are the same as those in the accuracy evaluation and battery SOC terminal constraint analysis. In addition, the methods to predict the velocity profile and constrain the terminal battery SOC in the two MPC methods are the same. As is shown in Table 8 , the computation times by the IDP-MPC for each step under the two driving cycles are less than 1 s. The prediction time for each sampling time was confirmed to be less than 1 s in section A; thus, the single computation time of the solution algorithm by the IDP-MPC at each step is also less than 1 s, confirming the capability of the proposed MPC-based method in real-time application.
D. EXPLORATION OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED STRATEGY UNDER DIFFERENT DRIVING CONDITIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy, we investigate it in three different driving profiles, which all include urban and highway driving. The behaviors of the proposed strategy in both the CD and the CS stages are evaluated. According to the results presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , the proposed MPC with SVPP and NTC can manage energy distribution with an outcome that is quite close to that of DP under different driving conditions. The ideal performance of the proposed method results from the capability in adaptively adjusting the electric energy usage according to the different driving conditions. In particular, in the three driving cycles in Fig. 9 , some electric energy is saved for subsequent urban driving (2050-2200 s in the first driving cycle, 533-1048 s in the second driving cycle and 2296-2674 s in the third driving cycle) by reasonably controlling the engine and battery output of tractive energy together. As a result, the battery SOC decreases slower by DP and MPC with SVPP and NTC (marked in purple ellipses) than it does in the other cases. The ideal performance of the DP arises from the preexisting knowledge about the whole driving cycles, while the reasonable behavior arises from precise velocity profile prediction and rational reference battery SOC trajectory generation. In Fig. 10 , similar behaviors arise in the CS stage in three different driving cycles. In the first and second driving cycles, when the condition switches from highway to urban, the battery SOCs descend with larger gradients (marked in purple ellipses), which means that the electric energy is prioritized in urban driving. In the third driving cycle, the reasonable rate of decrease of the battery SOC turns to be smaller on the highway (also marked in purple ellipses), which indicates that electric energy is saved on the highway. Table 9 lists the total equivalent fuel consumption and electric energy consumption by the different strategies under the three driving conditions. It is clear that the proposed MPC with SVPP and NTC can result in ideal fuel economy quite close to that of DP under different driving conditions in both the CD and the CS stages. The SVPP method and NTC method prompt the coordinate work between the engine and electric motor, motivating the HV assist mode in both CD and CS stage to fully employ the high efficiency zones of the components (detailed explanation is the same with that in section A) and facilitating the fuel economy improvement. A comparison with the outcome of the CD/CS strategy indicates that the performance in fuel economy by the MPC with SVPP and NTC is improved significantly.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a predictive energy management strategy for parallel PHEVs based on MPC, in which three main innovative improvements have been incorporated that correspond to the general three-step operation of MPC. First, the SVPP method is developed to predict future driving information more precisely by combining the advantage of the PSD-and MC-based methods through the PF-based linear regression method. Second, the terminal battery SOC is generated through receding optimization according to the current and future driving conditions. Third, the DP, as the solution algorithm, is equipped with self-adjustment ability in state variable scope, improving the calculation speed. The novel incorporation of all three simultaneous improvements on the MPC-based method results in an optimal optimization performance that exceeds that of the general MPC-based method.
An evaluation is performed to confirm the ideal outcome of the proposed strategy. Simulation results show that the MPC-based method with SVPP and NTC can achieve optimal fuel economy that is closer to that obtained by DP (over 96% optimality of DP under different driving cycles in both the CD and the CS stages) than that obtained by the general MPC-based method (approximately 95% optimality of DP) or CD/CS strategy (approximately 85% optimality of DP). In addition, the proposed velocity profile prediction method and the terminal battery SOC constraint method improve the performance of MPC-based control for the parallel PHEV.
In future studies, we plan to apply the proposed predictive energy strategy in PHEVs with different configurations, investigating the scalable performance of the proposed method in detail. Then, the hardware-in-loop (HIL) test will be performed based on a platform that is being built now, verifying the capability of the proposed method in real-time implementation. XIN TANG is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in automotive engineering with the College of Automotive Engineering, Jilin University, China. Her main research interests include advanced control methods for electric and hybrid vehicles, and energy management strategies for hybrid vehicles.
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